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Abstract: This research is about narrator data of hadith shahih Imam Bukhari for Beginning of revelation,
Faith, Science, Wudlu, Bath, Haidl, Tayamum, Pray, Pray Times, Adzan, and Friday Books. The purpose of the
research is to find out the association pattern that is formed between narrator data in shahih Bukhari book
(Beginning of revelation, Faith, Science, Wudlu, Bath, Haidl, Tayamum, Pray, Pray Times, Adzan, and Friday
Books). The data used is secondary data from software Ensiklopedia Kitab 9 Imam was created by Lidwa Pusaka.
Sequential pattern mining technique is the method that used to analysis. Transaction data generated from this
narrator data of hadith shahih imam bukhari be used to search for patterns of narrator data. One pattern that
can be searched is sequential pattern, which the narrator data spending patterns. Sequential Pattern Discovery
Algorithms Using Equivalent Classes (SPADE) is one of the algorithm in sequential pattern mining, this
algorithm find frequent sequences of narrator data transaction, using vertical database and sequence join
process. Results of the SPADE algorithm is frequent sequences that then used to form a rule. It technique is used
to find the association patern between items combination. Based on association rules sequential analysis with
SPADE algorithm for minimum support 0,03 and minimum confidence 0,5 is gotten 7 association sequential
pattern based on the sequence of narrator data in the sanad.

Keywords: The Hadith Narrator in the book of Shahih Imam Al-Bukhari, Data Mining, Sequential Pattern
Mining, SPADE Algorithm

1. Introduction
Mukri and Ismail [1,2] argued that Al-Qur’an and Hadith Nabi Muhammad S.A.W is a very reliable source
of law for muslim. The Hadith is theory about liveable occupy second level after Al-Qur’an. Where one of the
function Hadith of Al-Qur’an is clarify anything in the Al-Qur’an is still global and vague. The Hadith of
Prophet which collected in the books of Hadith, such shahih Al-Bukhari and Shahih Muslim.
In the books of Al-Maliki [3] argued that the book of Hadith relate Hadith Shahih according to most of the
scholar are the book of Hadith by Imam Bukhari because many muslim used as the hujjah (guidance) to the
present. Imam Bukhari in his the book of Hadith publish entire only Hadith shahih so called Shahih AlBukhari. The books of Shahih Bukhari has obtained high appreciation from the scholars. The scholars has given
statements thah the book of Hadith shahih bukhari is one of the book which very authentic after Al-Qur’an. It is
the set of Hadith Shahih which at once became the object of discussion.
Imam Bukhari in his book of Hadith given criteria and conditions to narrator, namely its sanad to be
mutthasil (to be continued), the narrator is fair (his attitude always shows a personal piety and distance
themselves from characteristic or behavior is not good to do), and finally it is dhabith (he was able to memorize
every Hadith that he heard and any time he can present or submit it). Then, Imam Bukhari and the scholars of
Hadith argue that, the means of muttashil is it’s has meet (autobiography), although only one time, and it’s
required the people who tsiqah (trusted), and not tadlis (lie). The narrator are selected and researched as a lot of
peoples accompany his teacher and it’s very understood of Hadith his teacher. If the narrator and his teacher
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obvious has ever meet, then the Hadith narrated that rather he has hear from his teachers. After that, Imam
Bukhari argue that conditionce muttasil was stronger, because he requires the existence of meet and one period.
Overall it can be said that in the narrated Shahih of Hadith, Imam Bukhari is concerned the state or
relationships betweet his narrator so formed Shahih of Hadith with sanad wich articulate A-Maliki [3].
This study used data in the population was data Shahih Imam bukhari in the book Hadith Softeware
Ensiklopedia Hadith 9 Imam work Lidwa Pusaka. In this study used Hadith as many as 1000 Hadith shahih of
Imam Bukhari (Hadith number from number 1 to 1000) from book the Beginning of revelation, Faith, Science,
Wudlu, Bath, Haidl, Tayamum, Pray, Pray Times, Adzan, and Friday Books. Based on the above issues, the
authors wished to try fine other benefits from the hadith narrator of data gathered in such a vast sum. For
example, the authors would like to know the association between the narrator X and the narrator Y from overall
hadiths are examined. The authors wanted to find such rules, the rules that obtained later in accordance with the
rules of Hadith sanad rules pertaining to the sequence of the narrator in the sanad Hadith (an extension of
narrators from companions of the Prophet Muhammad SAW saw came to the one beneath that is tabi’in, tabi’ut
tabi’in, and tabi’ul atba). Therefore, this research uses a Sequential Pattern Mining with Sequential Pattern
Discovery using Equivalent classes algorithm (SPADE). Then retrieved the association pattern is formed
between the Hadith Narrator in the book of Shahih Imam Al-Bukhari (the book of Beginning of revelation,
Faith, Science, Wudlu, Bath, Haidl, Tayamum, Pray, Pray Times, Adzan, and Friday Books). So as to provide
information, especially for Muslim in historical accounts of The Sahih Hadith in term of his narrator.

2. Concepts
2.1 Association Rules
Mining association rules over transaction data was introduced in and many establish techniques has been
recognized such as Apriori, FP-Tree, and also hash-based association mining [25,26,29]. Some of their
advantages and disadvantages have been uncovered by Han [26]. Their application has been succeeded when it
is implemented in clustering on sales day, in very large clustered domains and many other applications. The
uncovered relationships then could be described in the form of rules of association between sets of frequent
items. For example, some rules can be extracted from the transaction data set shown:
{Bread}-> {Diaper},{Diapers}->{Beer} or {Bread} -> {Milk}
Those rules shows there are strong relationships exist between some of items. The sale of bread and diapers,
diapers and beer or bread and milk occurred because many customers who buy bread also buy diapers, who buy
diapers also buy beer and who buy bread also buy milk. The rule of bread and milk maybe is common behavior
of customer’s needs and does not more interesting than bread and diapers or diapers and beer. Those interesting
rules uncovered from transcations data could help retailers as a new opportunity to cross selling their products
for their customers.
For a given rule, say A -> B, and let N is number of transaction in which the rule is satisfied. How strong an
association rule between items could be measured in terms of its support and confidence. The support for a rule
A -> B is obtained by dividing the number of transactions by the total number of transactions, N. The support of
rule A -> B is a relative frequency that indicates the proportion of A and B present together in data transactions,
where A and B are disjoint itemsets. Bring this notation to probability rule, when a large sample is considered,
the support will approximates the probability of occurrence [29]:
Support (A → B ) = Probability ( A and B occur)
Support usually performed to filter out any rules which are obtained that are less frequent. Support is a
simple and very useful measure of interestingness association between items. The confidence of the rule A -> B
is obtained by dividing the number of transactions which item A and item B present in the transactions by the
number of transactions which contain item A:
𝑁𝐴→𝐵 𝑁𝐴→𝐵 /𝑁 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐴 → 𝐵)
=
=
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ( 𝐴 → 𝐵 ) =
𝑁𝐴/𝑁
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐴)
𝑁𝐴
The confidence expresses how frequently items B appear in transactions that contain A.
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2.2. Sequential Pattern Mining
Sequential pattern mining plays an important role in data mining research and has a broad range of
application, including customer purchase behavior analysis [4,5], guidance systems [6], web usage behavior
analysis [7], and so on. Agrawal and Srikant (1995) first proposed the sequential pattern mining in 1995. The
same author later developed a generalized algorithm based on the apriori property, called GSP (8). Many other
algorithms, have also been proposed to improve the effect of mining sequential patterns.
However, when the support value is set low, many sequential patterns including irrelevant or spurious
patterns, may be obtained. Thus, designing an eﬃcient sequential rule mining process to remove these spurious
patterns is important. Sequential rules express the temporal relationships between sequential patterns from a
sequence database [9]. Sequential rules can be considered natural extension of original sequential patterns, just
as association rules are natural extension of frequent itemsets [8].
Using sequential rules, we can know the series of events that will usually occur after a series of previous
ones. Thus, they can help users better understand the chronological order of the sequences present in the
sequence database. Like a sequential pattern, a sequential rule is also applied in many application areas,
including the stock market [10,11,12], weather observation [13], e-learning [14], trade [15], and software
engineering [16,17]. In addition, sequential rule mining is also applied to address the prediction problem
[18,19,20,21,22,23]. In the prediction problem, a sequence of events that appear frequently in a database is not
suﬃcient to predict events, while sequential rules allow a better understanding of the prediction. An appropriate
sequential rule mining process, instead of mining only sequential patterns, is also desired.

2.3 Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalence classes (SPADE) Algorithm
SPADE, an algorithm for fast discovery of Sequential Patterns. The existing solutions to this problem make
repeated database scans, and use complex hash structures which have poor locality. SPADE utilizes
combinatorial properties to decompose the original problem into smaller sub-problems, that can be
independently solved in main-memory using efﬁcient lattice search techniques, and using simple join
operations. All sequences are discovered in only three database scans. Experiments showthat SPADE
outperforms the best previous algorithm by a factor of two, and by an order of magnitude with some preprocessed data. It also has linear scalability with respect to the number of input-sequences, and a number of
other database parameters. Finally, we discuss how the results of sequence mining can be applied in a real
application domain [27,28].
This algorithm is proposed in and it includes the features of a search space partitioning where the search
space includes vertical database layout. The search space in SPADE is represented as a lattice structure and it
use the notion of equivalence classes to partition it. It decomposes the original lattice into slighter sub-lattices,
so that each sub-lattice can be entirely processed using either a breadth-first or depth-first search method
(SPADE is also DFSbased method). The SPADE support counting of the candidate sequence method includes
bitwise or logical operations. A conducted experimental results show that SPADE is about twice as fast as GSP.
The reason behind this is that SPADE uses a more efficient support counting method based on the idlist
structure. Additionally, SPADE shows a linear scalability with respect to the number of sequences [27,28].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Sequential Pattern Mining with Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalent classes
Algorithm (SPADE)
The pattern of association between the narrator of Hadiths in Hadith Shahih of Imam Bukhari (the book of
Beginning of revelation, Faith, Science, Wudlu, Bath, Haidl, Tayamum, Pray, Pray Times, Adzan, and Friday
Books) by using technique Sequential Pattern Mining with Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalent
classes algorithm (SPADE) with minimum limits support 0.03 and minimum limit confidence 0.5, it’s analysis of
results obtained using the assistance software R 3.03 is as follow.
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TABLE I: The association Sequential Pattern Mining of The Hadith Narrator (minSup=0.03 dan minCof=0.5)

Based on the limitation specified by minimum support 0.03 and minimum confidence 0.5 retrieved 7 rules
of the association formed, with regard the information obtained from these rules as follows:



The rules {Aisyah binti Abi Bakar Ash Shiddiq} => {Urwah bin Az Zubair}

The rules with the support value of 0.067, confidence of 0.503759 and lift ratio of 6.296992. the
meaning of the support value of 0.067 was 6.7% or 67 hadiths of the entire hadiths which examined
(1000 hadiths) was narrated by Aisyah binti Abi Bakar Ash Shiddiq and Urwah bin Az Zubair as
narrator (in one sanad). Confidence value of 0.503759 meaning if a particular hadith narrated by Aisyah
binti Abi Bakar Ash Shiddiq, so Urwah bin Az Zubair also narrated the hadith, with confidence level of
50,37% of the the hadith narrated by Aisyah binti Abi Bakar Ash Shiddiq also naratted by Urwah bin Az
Zubair. While the lift ratio value of 6.296992 indicates how strong of the rules or the rules that are
formed of the sequential pattern mining algorithm. The value of lift ratio ranged between 0 to infinity.
The value of the lift ratio, the recommended rules is if lift ratio of more than 1. So base on the lift ratio
value of 6.296992 more than one, then these rules are recommended. That applies also to the six others
rules.
Based on the explanation of the association sequence above, look all te rules can be used because it is
accordance with the rules of the science of hadith related to the sequence of the narrator in hadith sanad (an
extension of narrators from companions of the Prophet Muhammad SAW saw came to the one beneath that is
tabi’in, tabi’ut tabi’in, and tabi’ul atba), then the rules of association used in this research was adapted to the
rule. So, a Sequential Pattern Mining with Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalent classes algorithm
(SPADE) acquired the association rules in accordance with the order of the hadith of narrator based on his
category in sanad. The Authors try to summarized information from the association pattern is formed between
the Hadith of narrator in the books of Shahih Imam Bukhari by raising the value of confidence be 0.6, so the
association pattern obtained as follows:
Table II. the association sequential pattern mining of the hadiths narrator (minSup=0.03 and minCof=0.6)
No
1
2
3

Rule
<{Urwah bin Az Zubair}> =><{Hisyam bin 'Urwah bin
Az Zubair bin Al 'Awwam}>
<{Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar}> =><{Al Hakam bin
Nafi'}>
<{Muhammad bin Muslim},{Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah
Dinar}> =><{Al Hakam bin Nafi'}>
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Support

Confidence

Lift Ratio

0.042

0.525

10.9375

0.037

0.860465

23.25581

0.032

0.914286

24.71043
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Based on the above table, acquired three rules that formed, where from three rules have higher levels
confidence compared with other rules. The purpose of the summary is to explained to explain these rules in
detail sequence pattern mining algorithm with SPADE, where that the rules are in accordance with the rules of
hadith sanad. As for the interesting information is as follows:



The rule {Urwah bin Az Zubair} => {Hisyam bin 'Urwah bin Az Zubair bin Al 'Awwam}

Fig. 1: association {Urwah bin Az Zubair} => {Hisyam bin 'Urwah bin Az Zubair bin Al 'Awwam}

Based on the association rules have been adapted to te rules of the science of hadith, it is evident that
Urwah bin Az Zubair and Hisyam bin 'Urwah bin Az Zubair bin Al 'Awwam is the narrator whow is fair (always
indicate te personal taqwa) and tsiqah (credibility) is good. Additionally, it is note that this narrator is surely ever
met each other, consider both have relationship father and son so it would have been in accordance with the
criteria set forth by Imam Bukhri about the narrators of shahih hadiths. So, the pattern rule {Urwah bin Az
Zubair} => {Hisyam bin 'Urwah bin Az Zubair bin Al 'Awwam} formed or valid for the beginning of the
revelation, faith, science, wudlu, bath, Haidl, Tayamum, Pray, pray times, adzan, and Friday Books were in
accordance with criteria of narrator shahih hadith by Imam Bukhari [24].



The rule {Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} => {Al Hakam bin Nafi'}
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Fig. 2: Association {Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} => {Al Hakam bin Nafi'}

Based on the association rules have been adapted to te rules of the science of hadith, it is evident that
Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah and Al Hakam bin Nafi’ is the narrator whow is fair (always indicate te personal taqwa)
and tsiqah (credibility) is good. Additionally, it is note that this narrator is surely ever met each other, consider
both have relationship teacher and student so it would have been in accordance with the criteria set forth by
Imam Bukhri about the narrators of shahih hadiths. So, the pattern rule {Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} => {Al
Hakam bin Nafi'} formed or valid for the beginning of the revelation, faith, science, wudlu, bath, Haidl,
Tayamum, Pray, pray times, adzan, and Friday Books were in accordance with criteria of narrator shahih hadith
by Imam Bukhari. [24]
 The rule {Muhammad bin Muslim},{Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} =>{Al Hakam bin Nafi'}

Fig. 3: Association {Muhammad bin Muslim},{Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} =>{Al Hakam bin Nafi'}
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Based on the association rules have been adapted to te rules of the science of hadith, it is evident
Muhammad bin Muslim, Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar, and Al Hakam bin Nafi'’ is the narrator whow is fair
(always indicate te personal taqwa) and tsiqah (credibility) is good. Additionally, it is note that this narrator is
surely ever met each other, consider both have third relationship teacher and student so it would have been in
accordance with the criteria set forth by Imam Bukhri about the narrators of shahih hadiths. So, the pattern rule
{Muhammad bin Muslim},{Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} =>{Al Hakam bin Nafi'}formed or valid for the
beginning of the revelation, faith, science, wudlu, bath, Haidl, Tayamum, Pray, pray times, adzan, and Friday
Books were in accordance with criteria of narrator shahih hadith by Imam Bukhari. [24]

4. Conclusion


Sequential Pattern Discovery Algorithms Using Equivalent Classes (SPADE) is one of the algorithm in
sequential pattern mining, this algorithm find frequent sequences of narrator data transaction, using
vertical database and sequence join process. Results of the SPADE algorithm is frequent sequences that
then used to form a rule. It technique is used to find the association patern between items combination.
Based on association rules sequential analysis with SPADE algorithm for minimum support 0,03 and
minimum confidence 0,5 is gotten 7 association sequential pattern based on the sequence of narrator
data in the sanad.
 So, a Sequential Pattern Mining with Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalent classes algorithm
(SPADE) acquired the association rules in accordance with the order of the hadith of narrator based on
his category in sanad. The Authors try to summarized information from the association pattern is formed
between the Hadith of narrator in the books of Shahih Imam Bukhari by raising the value of confidence
be 0.6, so as for the interesting information is as follows:
1. The rule {Urwah bin Az Zubair} => {Hisyam bin 'Urwah bin Az Zubair bin Al 'Awwam}
2. The rule {Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} => {Al Hakam bin Nafi'}
3. The rule {Muhammad bin Muslim},{Syu'aib bin Abi Hamzah Dinar} =>{Al Hakam bin Nafi'}
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